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Abstract:.  Office oversupply cycles in many countries--USA, Australia, South Africa,
UK, Sweden, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Japan, China, etc.--in some cases over
several macroeconomic cycles--1920s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s--have cost hundreds of
billions of dollars directly through lost rents on vacant space, rent declines throughout
the market, and project negative net present values.  Non-performing commercial
property assets contribute to financial intermediary insolvency and net worth write-offs
and therefore to recessions as lenders are forced to reduce lending to maintain capital
adequacy ratios.  This paper presents a system dynamics model of an office market
which allows experimentation with information feedbacks and decision policies
controlling office supply responses.  Model results lead to suggestions for system
redesign to reduce the severity of office oversupply cycles.  Reducing supply response
delays through demand forecasting and shorter planning lags, and spreading project
completions over time, would smooth cycles and reduce allocative inefficiency.
Solving  principle/agent conflicts and prisoners' dilemma game strategic behaviour
problems through changes in contractual allocation of risks and a coordinated project
commencements system respectively would also improve returns to capital invested in
office projects.
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institutions

Introduction

Office market cycles are surprisingly widespread.   Hendershott and Kane (1992) cite

estimate 1980s losses in U.S. cities at U.S.$130 billion, chiefly present value of lost

rents from excess vacant space.  Sykes (1996) estimates aggregate write-offs and

provisionings by Australian lenders during 1991-94 at AUS$28 billion.  The problem is

still with us.  Many banks in Asia are technically insolvent with excessive lending to the

property sector and to finance stock purchases the main sources of problems.  Empty
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office buildings have made corrections in the Asian tiger economies inevitable.

Imbalances of supply and demand introduce allocative and production inefficiencies

and losses into office markets.  Too little supply relative to demand constrains

economic growth by imposing high costs on tenants, making it more difficult for them

to find space to house additional office workers. Too much supply causes land and

construction cost inflation, excess vacancy, and destruction of wealth as project costs

are likely to exceed net present values. These problems flow on to cause financial

intermediary liquidity and balance sheet crises, marketwide price drops, and even

macroeconomic recessions.  Too much or too little office investment reduces social

returns to capital.

Explanations for Office Oversupply Cycles

Qualitative and literature research1 led to a list of office oversupply explanations

(Kummerow, 1995) summarised as:

1.    “Greed” or “fee driven deals.”  The finance literature refers to “asymmetric

information” or “principal/agent conflict.”  (Cole and Eisenbeis, 1996) As one agent

put it, “A lot of people don’t get paid unless a deal happens.” More deals means more

money is made, but less likelihood all projects can perform as projected.

2.  Flood of capital seeking investment opportunities.  Fisher (1992) recommended

integration of research on property and financial markets. In both the U.S. and

Australia, 1980’s financial deregulation  led to sudden increases in capital supply, some

controlled by inexpert or corrupt lenders.  Asian markets experienced foreign capital

inflows and plentiful local capital in recent years.

3.   Strategic behaviour--the prisoners’ dilemma game.  Research in Perth on four

major projects (Kummerow, 1997) found that it was impossible to know in early

stages which projects would go to completion or which would be completed first,

given stochastic delays during an approximately 5-8 year (or more) development

process with uncertainty at each step whether projects would go forward.  This

uncertainty creates a prisoners’ dilemma game. Individually rational behaviour--

                                               
1 PhD dissertation research by Kummerow drew upon  Australian Institute of Valuers and Land
Economists study group in Perth,  numerous property industry and academic sources in America,
Perth,  Sydney, and Singapore.
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commencing a project--leads to a collectively irrational outcome--too many projects.

4.   Poor data, inadequate forecasting methods, and faulty valuation methods.  At

worst, gross absorbtion of space was taken to be equal to net absorption (overstating

demand growth), demand trends during a boom were naively projected to continue,

and valuations were made based on unrealistic assumptions such as impending

oversupply not cutting rents or occupancy rates.

5.   System dynamics.  Many potential projects appear to be profitable if the market

responds to current prices, forgetting about lags and cycles. Overshooting of supply is

likely when decisionmakers fail to consider lags and feedback effects.

While all of these probably contribute to office oversupply in varying proportions, this

paper discusses system dynamics models.  This longer list of issues must be considered,

however, in proposing system design and policy changes to improve allocative

efficiency.

System Dynamics Modeling

 Insights from system dynamic models often have to do with delayed and

counterintuitive effects of feedbacks.  Delays mean current information may provide

misleading signals.  Information stocks and flows (eg. rents and rent changes) regulate

the physical flows through an information structure in a system.

 A negative feedback system is goal seeking, which implies system policies.   The time it

takes before the system reacts to discrepancies from desired states (information flows),

and the speed and strength of responses (physical adjustment quantities and times)

determine the dynamic behavior of the system.  In human designed systems, structures

and policies are open to redesign by system managers.

 In an experimental setting, Paich and Sterman presented subjects with pricing,

production, and inventory control decision problems in a new product introduction

scenario.  Subjects showed a tendency towards “conservative demand forecasts which

ensure actual capacity will be grossly inadequate during the boom phase, causing high

backlogs, long delivery delays and market share erosion.”  When markets became

saturated, subjects did not adjust production and prices downwards quickly enough,

resulting in overcapacity, excess inventory, and financial lossses.  In repeated trials, the

lags and delayed responses in a simple two feedback loop system baffled subjects
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sufficiently so that, although some learning occurred, they never achieved results as

good as a simple decision rule.  (Paich & Sterman, 1993: 1452).

 Confidence in system dynamic (SD) models is not an “accept” or “reject” significance

exercise, but rather a confidence building process resulting from model development

and use. De Geus (1992) observes that the future cannot be predicted, so no model can

ever be a precise representation.  Models play a role in helping managers to make up

their own minds, as a tool for learning.  Parsimonious representation means models (of

any kind) always leave out part of the story when the system itself is complex.

A System Dynamics Model of an Office Market

Figure 1 diagrams a simple loop office market model where supply response is

controlled by vacancy rate, with exogenous demand. Coyle (1996:20) advises

modellers to “think physics,” first creating a skeleton of physical flows.  While

information can travel quickly, physical processes--such as constructing office

buildings--involve unavoidable time delays.2  This model represents an economic

system with physical stocks and flows, that is, without prices.3  The model uses the

vacancy rate (a physical level or stock) as the discrepancy information to which supply

adjustments respond.

Figure 2 Influence Diagram for Priceless Office Market Simulation

                                               
2 While some information can travel at the speed of light, information processes are not always fast.
It took one Perth office developer a year to obtain a finance commitment--an information process.
3 This idea was suggested by Mohammed Quaddus, Curtin University Graduate School of Business, a
specialist in systems modeling.
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This physical (priceless) version of an office market model is driven by the following

factors:

Desired state of the system is S=D+EV

Supply, S, equals demand, D, plus normal (equilibrium) vacancy, EV.

Discrepancy from the desired system state is S-(D+EV) = XV.

Once a space shortage occurs (ie XV <0), the system adjusts by trying to eliminate the

discrepancy, constrained by production capacity and supply lags.

Model supply adjustment is a function of four parameters which give rise to  dynamical

behavior:

1. Oversupply. If oversupply, OS, is set to 1, developers supply exactly the

amount of space needed to eliminate the discrepancy.  If OS is 2, they supply

twice the discrepancy.

2. Adjustment time.  “Adjustment time,” A, measures speed of adjustment.  If XV

amount of space is needed, 
XV

A
 will be commenced in that year.

3. Supply lag.  Supply lag, SL, is the time from order to delivery.  Physically,
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construction may require 2 or 3 years for major projects.  However,

anticipating future demand could move the supply lag to 0 if projects are

commenced early in anticipation of future demand.4  If SL is zero, projects are

completed in the year they are needed.  SL=0 implies “just in time” inventory.

4. Equilibrium vacancy rate.  Desired holdings of vacant office space would be

expected to vary directly with activity in the market (more sales implies more

inventory needed) and inversely with the costs of holding vacant space.

Taking the discrepancy XV = S-(D+EV) as the “error” in the system, we can use

statistics such as root mean square error or mean absolute percentage error as

summary measures of system allocative efficiency over time.

The modeling objectives are to understand the system better and gain insight for

redesigning the system to make it “work better” in terms of allocative and production

efficiency.

Figure 3 shows the effects of increasing the construction lag time in an economy with

steady office demand growth.  A lag, SL, of zero leads to the market staying in

equilibrium--supply growth exactly tracking demand--a market which clears within one

time period (Figure 3A).

 With the construction lag, SL, set to 1 year, steady growth in demand leads to a

decaying cycle (Figure 3B).  With the supply lag at 2 years, the cycle explodes--

successive cycles get worse (Figure 3C).

 

 

 Figure 3  Model 1 Supply and demand change, supply lag effect

 A) Base run with supply lag 0, oversupply, and 1adjustment time 1, equilibrium vacancy .10,

growth 2% per year.

                                               
4 Shilton, 1995, found a variety of supply lags in different American cities, ranging from 0 to 4 years.
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B)  Supply lag 1, adjustment time 1, and oversupply 1 creates a decaying cycle.

C)  Supply lag 2, adjustment time 1, oversupply 1, 2% growth, cycle explodes.

 The explosive cycle of the previous graph is smoothed and moderated if adjustment

time is moved up to 2 (Figure 4) .   But, higher adjustment times also increase mean

average percentage error (MAPE)  because of slower catching up to demand.
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 Figure 4  Model 1 Supply and demand changes, adjustment time effect

 A.  Supply lag 2, oversupply 1, adjustment time 2. The cycle is smoothed, up to an optimum

level of the A parameter, by a longer adjustment time.

 

 

 Of course, other cycles (housing cycles, stock market cycles, agricultural cycles, etc)

take place in the economy at the same time, but with different frequencies. Cycles can

reinforce each other or cancel out, depending upon frequencies.

 Among the interesting points demonstrated by the model is simply that steady

economic growth can cause an explosive cycle, given certain lags and adjustments

assumptions.  Real world growth is not steady of course, which might lead to even

more chaotic cycling or dampened cycles, depending upon the particular situation.

 Historical demand growth scenario

 Figure 7 uses historical demand figures as the exogenous model input, and shows both

the actual supply changes generated by the system during the period and the supply

changes generated by the model at its “efficient market” settings in response to the

historical demand figures.

 Figure 7 Historical supply and demand change versus supply change generated

by a model without lags

 Efficient market settings (oversupply 1, adjustment time 1, supply lag 0)
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 Observe how poorly the market has done in matching supply and demand during this

period.  Actual Sydney historical supply change was not a rational response to demand

patterns. This is where we started--supply and demand have not matched well in office

markets.  Many model settings will improve on market outcomes.5  These results direct

our attention towards redesigning the system to create a closer connection between

supply and demand.

Even random shocks with a growth trend generate cycles in supply, when system

dynamics settings include delays.  The following example has SL=1.5, OS=1.5, Adj=2

which produces exploding cycles with steady 2% growth.  The demand series in Figure

9 adds random shocks with mean 0 and standard deviation .03 to a 2% growth trend.6

The system again generates cyclical supply response behaviour due to system dynamics

lags--four supply peaks during this 40 year simulation, despite the random nature of

the demand shocks.

                                               
 5 This is consistent with Paich and Sterman’s finding that a simple rule would do better than
managers in a system with even relatively simple feedback delays.
6 These mean and standard deviation figures are consistent with the 1970-1995 Sydney office demand
growth data.   Actually the demand data can be approximated by an AR2 cyclical autoregressive
process.  The demand series used here omits the AR2 process, and approximates demand with random
shocks around a growth trend.
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Figure 9  Random demand shocks generate supply cycles

 Not all patterns of random shocks generate cyclical behaviour with these system lag

settings, but most do.

 Model Validity

 The adjustment equations mimic observable processes and seem similar to what occurs

in real world markets.   We know that when demand appears, projects do not all begin

immediately, there are undoubtedly physical construction lags, and certainly oversupply

is a reasonable hypothesis given recent experience and what we know about agency

and prisoners’ dilemma problems.  It is therefore plausible that the cycle would be

smoothed by a combination of:

 a) Downwards adjustments in SL

 b) Adjusting OS to 1.0

 c)  Move adjustment time upwards so as not to finish too many projects in one year.

 Are office markets managed systems?

 Institutional changes like those recommended above come about through what

Bromley (1989) calls “institutional transactions.”   These involve collective decision

processes with institutions and individuals contributing to question framing, research,

conflict, and negotiation of institutional change outcomes.
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 It is not possible for each decision maker to “get it right” individually unless the market

as a whole stays in balance.  In Senge’s (1990) language, we need to look for

“leverage points” for redesigning the system structures which shape individual actions:

The office oversupply problem is an emergent or collective problem resulting from

many individual decisions over a period of years. Choice must be a part of problem

solving. Coyle (1996:349) comments:  “To bring about change to a system...is

essentially a political act, not a scientific one.”

Is it Feasible to Improve System Design and Policies?

There is limited scope for reducing physical construction lags. Although design and

build accomplishes some decrease in SL, probably building smaller projects is the most

effective way to reduce physical process delays.  However, SL is eminently

controllable in terms of decisions to start projects earlier in anticipation of future

demand increases. Reliance on forecasting would also shut off new supply

commencements sooner once enough projects to meet forecast demand are under

construction.

More expeditious approvals in land use regulatory processes also seem feasible.

Singapore accomplishes office project planning reviews in 9 months while these take at

least 2 years in Australia.7  If developers presented projects for review earlier in the

cycle, that would have the same effect.  Why not have a queue of pre-approved

projects?

Developers will typically  build as soon as they can get finance, so the key to

implementing faster supply responses is the courage of sources of finance.   Tenants

may also have a constructive role to play in agreeing to earlier pre-commitments to

lease new space.  This would be very much in tenants’ best interests as a means of

avoiding dramatic rent increases.

The prisoner’s dilemma game means each player’s individually “rational” choice leads

to a sub-optimum collective outcome. Mancur Olson (1971) argued that for better

outcomes in such systems, cooperation is needed, enforced by institutions. The

                                               
7 Singapore also assembles land much more quickly through the powerful Urban Redevelopment
Authority agency.  Reviews are expedited because there is only one level of government (as opposed to
significant state and municipal reviews in Australia), and because of a top down, more authoritarian
government planning philosophy.
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obvious place for this would be the municipal planning authorities, who could, through

the police powers, prevent building commencements likely to lead to oversupply.

Entering markets earlier, pre-approving projects to reduce planning lags, forecasting to

allow commencing projects sooner, and a queue to prevent overentry, particularly if

combined with better forecasting techniques and attention to the agency problem,

could save investors billions in lost rents and depressed capital values. Capital markets

concerns about risk may be the key to political implementation of system design

innovations.
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